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About This Game

Distorted Reality is a first-person survival horror, which takes place in the hospital of Alexandria. For mysterious reasons, the
usual laws of physics in the hospital completely stopped working. The flow of time stopped for everyone except the protagonist

... and a mysterious creature wandering around the hospital and devouring souls of those who stuck in the space-time loop...

The protagonist wakes up in a small room that served as a warehouse of medicines. He discovers that the whole hospital is
frozen, and the space-time continuum around him is looped. To break the loop of space and open new locations, he needs to
solve puzzles. To break the loop of time and to reach the end, it is necessary to find all 8 records of the scientist, which are

scattered around the hospital. But be careful, any interaction with the outside world gives out your location...
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soooooo.... This game is broken..?

First startup it crashed. second time working. but I completed this game without seeing any bad guys..?

youtube gameplay

untill it is fixed.. I Can't recommend it if there is no bad guys.... which is a shame because its got great atmosphere and amazing
visuals.. doesn't look like I need to hammer it in harder than everyone else has, this game IS in fact, straight trash, like everyone
says. Don't buy. Bought this on release and didn't get around to playing it, figuring, how can I really waste 4$? This is how. This
is how you waste $4. Back to $5.49 canadian, definitely don't buy LOL. Ok i tried the game or Asset pack, whatever you wanna
call it :)
So here we go, there are no sounds from walking, there are no sounds on picking up stuff, there are no sounds on opening or
closing doors, there are however some ambient spooky music going on.
Game is very dark but fear not, you will get a flashlight, A flashlight with very poor lasting batteries.
So what is the gameplay like. Well collect 10 Blueprints. Why? Dont know sorry.
Game wont tell your progress in this "quest" so keep track of how many you have collected your self. (I bet its impossible to
find em all anyways)
You cant run, but there is a stamina bar in the bottom of the screen, i guess its for decoration only.
I THINK there was 1 or 2 jumpscares, well the sound did something but I never saw anything.
There are no starter menu, you just play right away.
You have seen this invironment many times before if you have played just a few Indie horror games.
Oh yea also, if you run out of batteries, while looking for these blueprint you dont know what is for, you are screwed, cause you
cant see.

I think that is all. I hoped for more. Refund. They dident even try.. Game is incomplete and ill-advertised.
-I did NOT encounter any monster as seen in the screenshots being shown.
-I did NOT experience any "space-time continuum" as described in the "About the game" section.
-A green bar on the lower left corner of HUD that does nothing.
-Does NOT even have a Main \/ Title menu (It throws you into the game after running from STEAM app).
-Map is poorly lit AF! You can't see anything without the flashlight. So if your battery runs out, you'll be running around blind.
Light sources in the game don't illuminate it's surroundings. (I was standing in the dark even though there was a light fixture
above my head)
-NO progress indicator to inform you how many blueprints you collected (You have the achievements pop-up, but if you played
for a second time, nothing will inform you how many blueprints you've already collected.)

Hoping for an update patch.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9IxJBkClTVg. Probably one of the worst horror games ever created; super generic find the pages in a dark
hospital with nothing but a flashlight and ooo some spooky monsters but they’re not very good jump scares; at least an easy
100%.
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For a guide, you can search it up in the 100Pals discord, someone there wrote a rough draft guide and might make a steam guide
some time.. most pointless half hour of my life. most pointless half hour of my life. This game is an incomplete pile of hot
garbage.

Do not buy it unless you like punching yourself in the junk OR directionlessly wandering around in the dark.

crap\/10. It just drops you into the game with no direction. It gives you the control tutorial but not an objective. It tells you to
pick up 10 blueprints but after about 15 minutes, 9 blueprints later, I'm bored. The player should NEVER be bored in a horror
game. There was 1 jumpscare through the amount of time I was playing. I was also trying to record the game for my YouTube
channel and it was not recorded. I use OBS Studio and it recorded the sound and video from my webcam but the gameplay was
just a black screen. I give it a 1/10 do not recommend.
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Can not recommend this game because one all the reviews are honest and accurate on how bad it is. Legit beat the game in 20
minutes and it was not even hard to find the pages. The monster is a ghost that does absolutely nothing. The graphics are some
what bearable, but with the lack of music and immersion this game turns into a hide and seek with blueprints scattered around a
small area.. It has a playtime of about 10 minutes. You just collect 10 blueprints. That's all. For free it would be ok, don't spend
money for this.. Found all pages\/misprint or whatever.
Didnt find out what I had to do after that...
way to dark... It just drops you into the game with no direction. It gives you the control tutorial but not an objective. It tells you
to pick up 10 blueprints but after about 15 minutes, 9 blueprints later, I'm bored. The player should NEVER be bored in a
horror game. There was 1 jumpscare through the amount of time I was playing. I was also trying to record the game for my
YouTube channel and it was not recorded. I use OBS Studio and it recorded the sound and video from my webcam but the
gameplay was just a black screen. I give it a 1\/10 do not recommend.. Right from the get go this game is garbage. Doesn't start
in fullscreen. Ok this may be picky, but who plays a dark game in windowed mode. Second and foremost, the game does not
save your settings. You can set all the graphics and it reverts when you load the game the next time. Also, Y-Axis inversion does
not save and therefore makes the game unplayable for me. Could be a good game, the graphics look neat, but I can't play it.
Finally, WASD is only a standard for the general populus, I use ESDF. There is a need to be able to customize controls. DO
NOT BUY!. Pros are great atmosphere, thats it! The game is looking through a few rooms and corridors for blueprints, which
took me about 40 minutes but if you were unlucky it could done in 15 minutes.. Probably one of the worst horror games ever
created; super generic find the pages in a dark hospital with nothing but a flashlight and ooo some spooky monsters but they’re
not very good jump scares; at least an easy 100%.
For a guide, you can search it up in the 100Pals discord, someone there wrote a rough draft guide and might make a steam guide
some time.
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